Spartans earn WAC berth
Rich Taylor plays hero again; last-second shot propels SJSU to post-season tournament
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO
Lightning has struck
twice for Spartan center Rich Taylor.
Last year, Taylor hit a three-pointer as the
clock expired to propel the SJSU men’s basketball team into the NCAA Tournament for

the first time in 16 years. Now the Spartans
will appear in their first Western Athletic
Conference Tournament after Taylor’s 17 foot jumper with five seconds remaining on
the clock Thursday beat San Diego State
University, 65-63.
"It was like the same thing as last year,"
said Taylor, who finished with eight points

and six rebounds. "1 was on the right wing,
Marmet (Williams) passed me the ball and no
one was open so I shot it. The only thing different than last year was that I was inside the
three-point line. ’Met’ has really taken care of
Williams added: "The set play was to set a
back screen to get the ball to (Olivier Saint-

Jean) in the post. Rich passed by mc, I saw he
was open and it reminded me of last year. I
just threw the ball over to him and he made
it.
The Spartans scored the last eight points to
halt slate Aztec comeback that put San Diego
State ahead 63-57 with four minutes left in
the game.

SJSU guard Tito Addison, who led the
Spartans in scoring with 17 points, made a
layup and Taylor followed with one of his
own to cut the deficit to 63-61. Spartan
sophomore Thomas Lowery, who ended with
eight points, then scored on a put-back to tie
the game at 65.

See WAC, page 8
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Clash
agrees
to stay

’Ti! the Lasers shine again

Spartan Stadium, team to
sign three-year contract
By Jana Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO Os Asuc CRASS
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ended Tuesday when they lost their second straight playoff game to the Columbus
Quest, 81-69. See season wrap-up on pages 4-5.

Trisha Stafford walks down the hallway in the San Jose State University Event Center
to the Lasers locker room during a recent home game. The Lasers’ inaugural season

The city of San Francisco offered a home for the Clash
in the ’City by the Bay’, but South Bay soccer fans can
put their fears to rest. The San Jose Clash will not move
to San Francisco; the team will remain in San Jose, at
least for the upcoming season, and play its home games at
Spartan Stadium.
"Yes,we were approached by San Francisco last fall,"
said Clash General Manager Peter Bridgwater. "But, San
Jose is our home; we like it here and I don’t see the team
moving ... at least, not in the foreseeable future."
The team is about to enter into a three-year agreement
with the Spartan Stadium, which will likely be signed in
about two to three weeks, according to Bridgwater.
Spartan Shops, which owns the stadium, rents out the
facility to the Clash for $35,000 to $50,000 a game,
depending on game attendance. According to Ron
Duval, executive director of Spartan Shops, the terms of
the agreement have not yet been publicized. But he is
optimistic that the agreement will be signed soon.
"Our biggest concern now is trying to get the field
widened,"said Bridgwater, referring to the 63 -yard field
width which is not conducive to good soccer.
"A field width of 70 yards is ideal for soccer," said
Bridgwater, who served as the San Francisco venue executive director for World Cup USA 1994. Soccer is
designed to be played on a wide enough field, giving the
22 players on thc field enough maneuverability and space
to tackle offense and defense.
According to Don Kassing, an administrative vice

See Clash, page 8

Pot club
faces
delays
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Plans for a Cannabis Buyer’s
Club in San Jose have hit a snag
as club officials found out
Thursday they do not have a
business license as they had previously thought.
Santa Clara County Cannabis
Club officials paid the $154.50
fee for a business license tax, but
they have not been granted a permit to conduct business in San
Kevin
Jose,
according to
Pursglove, director of communications
for Mayor Susan
Hammer.
"When you pay the business
license tax, you receive a business
tax certificate. This is not a business license permit. From what I
understand, it generally takes
about two months to get a business permit," Pursglove said.
"It’s totally understandable
that the difference between a
business tax and a business
license could be misunderstood,"
Pursglove said.
Problems have also arisen
regarding the location of the club
at 147 Race Street in San Jose, a

See Pot, page 8
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ROTC decision deadline extended
Department of Defense officials
waiting to respond to Caret’s letter
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Department of Defense
deferred Thursday’s deadline requiring San Jose State University to reinstate Reserve ()fiker Training Corps,
temporarily sparing about $18 million in federal grants and contracts
that were threatened.

A defense official said the department has postponed any action until
it has had time to review and respond
to a letter it received from President
Robert Caret on Feb. 19.
"Caret has argued that the university (SJSU) does not have an anti R4 ill policy," said Bill Carr, assistant secretary of assession policy.
"While we are considering Caret’s
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comments, no determination will be
made."
Carr Said with renewed, ongoing
dialogue between the Department of
Defense and Assistant to the
President Dan Buerger, both sides are
working to resolve the R( 11 C issue.
On Monday, the Senate took a
stance similar to Caret when it unanimously passed a resolution declaring
SJSU is not an anti -ROTC campus
and pledged its support to any appropriate actions Caret may need to take.
’Pie university allows RtY11.:
recruiters on campus and has a cross-

town agreement which enables SJSU
students to take ROTC courses at
Santa Clara University.
Buerger said earlier that Caret is
attempting to extend the arrangements with SCU, which are set to
expire some time in 1999.
Fhere are Still a lot of ambiguities
in the law," said Senator James Brent.
"The Academic Senate is not going to
revise R(Yrc unless we know for sure
if we are in violation and going to lose
federal funds."
SJSU officials were warned the
university may be in violation of the

Solomon Amendment if they didn’t
bring back ROTC.
The Academic Senate decided to
phase out ROTC in 1994 because of
the "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell" policy.
The Senate found the policy violated the university’s principle of
non-discrimination because homosexuals are not allowed to express
their sexual orientation and kept
intact a long-standing prohibition of
homosexuals in the military.

Five to spend spring
at University of Ghana
By Gloria Magada
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Five students from San Jose State
University will be spending the spring
semester at the University of Ghana
in West Africa.
The trip is being sponsored by the
DuBois Scholarship Program, a three
semester academic/internship/international study abroad project. At the
University of Ghana, the students will
have the opportunity to do internships at schools to assist teachers and
other volunteer projects while attend-

mg academic classes.
"All SJSU students can participate
in the program and visit Ghana for a
semester, but the DuBois scholarship
program is designed to increase the
participation of minority students
(particular African American) in
international study," said Nchanda
Imara, student development specialist
and coordinator of the DuBois
Scholarship Program.
This is the second year Imara will
be taking a group of students abroad.
In preparation for the trip, all students have been required to take

African American Studies 180 taught
by Imara.
An application and letters of recommendations are required. Students
most suitable for the program are
those who arc flexible to adjust to universal circumstances, willing to commit themselves for three semesters
and have a GPA of at least 2.50.
In addition to meeting requirements, they must come up with their
own funds for all expenses. The students will be staying at residential
areas with other Ghanaian families.

See Ghana, page 8
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Planning Commission calls errant landlords to task
n its effort to swap out multi-family
housing for more single-family housing,
an Jose’s Planning Department is sending a clear message to absent rental landlords: In order for you to continue renting,
expect to jump through the hoops necessary
to get a Conditional Use Permit that will
allow renting to continue.
It is a move that we support.
If landlords don’t jump and get new permits, according to the proposed amortization
ordinance, San Jose State University students
can expect an even tougher time finding a
room to rent near campus.

The area mapped out for the amortization plan is between 13th street next to
Coyote Creek, which includes the SJSU
campus and is located in the heart of the
plan.
If these landlords don’t get the new permits by June 30,2000. SJSU’s already abominable student -housing problem will become
downright ugly.
How high off the ground is the Planning
Department going to hold those hoops that
landlords have to jump through?
Pretty high, but exactly how high is still
unclear. Slum landlords -- those that do not

Editorial

make improvements on the rental properties
and ignore their tenants’ needs need not
apply.
Landlords frustrated with having to
renew permits have begun to organize the
troops.
Women
Renaissance
Property
Management Systems distributed a letter to
tenants and the public stating, "The City has
proposed an ordinance that will eliminate

Filling your car’s gas
tank doesn’t have
to empty your wallet
on he road today costs a fortune.
payments, insurance and repairs, the
we
verage
t
can hardly afford to put
nge college
car nstudent
washer fluid in their car, let alone gasoline.
So when they pull up to the pump and see three quite
different prices for seemingly the same gasoline, what are
they to do?
Jeff Mandl, a mechanical engineering student and
USMC Lance Corporal, wondered the exact same thing.
So he turned to me, The Cat Guy.
Contrary to what gasoline
companies would like you to
believe, for most passenger cars
there really isn’t a huge difference between the three grades
of gasoline other than the cost.
Grades are based entirely
on the octane (power produced
per unit of fuel) rating and not
the quality of the gasoline.
THE CAR GUY
The higher octane rating
By Andrew W
means when combusted, or
Davis
burned, in your engine, the
gasoline will provide more
power.
That power may sound like a big deal, bin the truth
is most engines are not tuned to take advantage of higher octane gasolines.
As long as the gasoline is from a quality manufacturer, most cars get the same performance from 87 octane as
they do "supreme" 92.
However, always check your owner’s manual to see
what grade your manufacturer requires. And if you are
noticing poor engine performance on your current low
grade gasoline, pay the extra money and see if the octane
boosts performance.
Many complaints of engine noise, hard starting and
poor performance can be traced to low octane or poor
quality gas from "no name" stations.
A simple test that you can try to find out which
octane is right for you is run your car until it’s almost
empty, then put five gallons of 87 octane gasoline from a
major-name station.
Drive your car around town, up hills and on the freeway and listen for any knocking, clicking or pinging noises.
Once you’ve burned up that gasoline, return to the
same station for five gallons of 92 octane gas.
If you don’t notice any difference in performance or
noise between the two grades, then you are doing no
barns to your car buying the cheaper gas.
Many people, however, find their cars do run a little
bit better on the premium grade.
Basically, consider how much your car is worth to
you and how much money you’ve invested in your car.
If you are more concerned with cost-saving than you
are with premium performance, then 87 octane is perfectly acceptable.
If you always want the absolute best for your car, then
92 octane is the way to go.
To get answers to your car questions, e-mail me at
TheCaKitlyWhotmail.com. Be sure the address appears
just as you see it here, and I’ll respond to all letters per

rental housing in Central San Jose."
Well not exactly, but it sure makes a few
heads snap up. The landlords hoped to get
large crowds to show u at the planning
commission meeting Wednesday night.
When dealing with so many questioning
faces at the meeting, the Planning
Commission decided to "defer the issue for
further discussion."
The Renaissance Women also described
the entire plan as "down zoning," explaining
that everyone renting in the central area "will
be forced out into an already inadequate
rental market."

HOW ELSE PO YOU

SJSU in the year 2000 .
is on everybody’s mind these days.
ItThe year 2000 the Millennium is
approaching us, less than three years
away.
People talk about it excitedly, with
tones of fear and anticipation. For some,
the year 2000 means the Apocalypse is
coming and the ultimate war between
good and evil will commence.
For the more optimistic among us, it
means the war between sobriety and alco,
holic bliss will be waged at the world celebrates the biggest party in Earth’s existence.
People are wondering where they will
be. Will it be New York City, Los
Angeles, London. Paris, Madrid or Any number of
countless places?
tley, it’s the Millennium, and no one wants to miss
out The party of parties, the one in winds even 80-yearold grandmothers will be slaniming down shots of
vodka alongside college students.
Which will it be, the end of everything in a fiery
Apocalypse or just the end of that night’s dinner?
Of course, along with the Millennium there comes
the countless predictions for the future that every pseudo-psychic feels compelled to utter.
Most deal with world -changing events, but to break
away from the pack, I will narrow my predictions down
to just those dealing with San Jose State University.
In the year 2000 (think Conan O’Brien) ...
I. In an effort to take the WAC tournament, the
basketball program will successfully make 10 clones of
Olivier Saint-Jean and unleash them on their bewildered opponents. Just think, C.ietaril Saint Jean, Jean Luc Saint-Jean, Louis Saint-Jean ...
2. The pathetically outdated computers in the labs
that students use to Write papers and make charts will
still be there. They will just be three more years outdated.
3. .To explain the presence of the palm trees that
were brought on campus, President Robert C.aret will

The group continued, "We feel that this
discriminates against people of lower
income, fixed income, the elderly, students,
and minorities."
Not exactly, but inattentive slumlords
could claim they are being persecuted.
It is time for the haphazard mismangement of rental properties around the SJSU
campus to end.
SJSU and its neighbors can hopefully
breathe a sigh of relief, knowing that these
errant landlords will be held accountable.

The judicial system
much too lenient on
repeat sex offenders

EXPLAIN BLOOD WITH
MY DNA PRESENT Al’ THE
CRIME SCENE 7.72

Kheepr

Andrew W. Davis is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
His column appears every other Friday

_I

officially change SJSU’s name to Florida
State University.
4. The Pub will no longer be run by
the university. It will be A mafia front
for the Corleonc Family through which
they can carry out their shady business
dealings in secret. Students who are
younger than 21 and try to enter Th.
Pub illegally will then be beaten severely
by a bouncer named Vito.
S. Desperate to just win a game in
the WAC, the football program will
make more than 50 clones of Olivier
Saint-Jean who, during the confusion of
the first few games, will try to slam
dunk the field posts.
6. Surprise, surprise, tuition costs will be higher.
7. Textbooks at the Spartan Bookstore will still cost
an arm and a leg (they provide a crutch with the books
now), but students will be able to buy them at cheap
prices from the black market textbook ring being run
by the Corleone Family at The Pub.
8. SAG will give up on trying to be a "metropolitan
university" and will just claim "to have copies of Metro
readily available."
9. To solve the hideous parking situation, President
Robert Caret will recruit car thieves by the hundreds to
help create parking spots on and around campus.
10 And finally, to encourage more students to
attend the football games as Spartan Stadium. the
cheerleading squad will be replaced with dancers from
The Pink Poodle.
Of course, there are no guarantees that any of these
predictions will come true But, hey, you never know
what the future will bring.
Shane Lewis if a Spartan Daily Columnist
His column appears every Fnelay.

Everyone hopes for justice. Everyone wants the
judicial system to serve us. Unfortunately, too
many criminals are set free, including sex offenders
They need to serve longer prison terms so people can
stop living in fear.
In 1978, a 15 -year-old girl was raped and mutilated.
Larry Singleton, a seaman, chopped off her arms below
the elbow. What’s appalling is he only served eight years
of a maximum I4-year sentence. As a result of his freedom, a woman is dead.
At present, a crime like his
would have earned a life prison
term. But somehow present
laws aren’t strict enough. More
needs to be done to protect
society from sex offenders.
Even the harsher laws
WRITER’S FORUM
implemented in present times
By Deanna
have been too late. Where was
Zemke
the "three strikes" law when
Richard Allen Davis killed
Polly Klaas?
If this law had been implemented for sex offenders,
the woman that Singleton killed recently in Florida
would still be alive.
But even new laws to specifically prevent further
crimes from sex offenders haven’t been effective enough.
Just as recently as last November, two young girls were
killed by longtime sex offender Steven Ault, who raped
one of the girls.
Fie had been guilty of attempted robbery and
attempted sexual battery of a 12-year-old girl and served
only four years of a seven-year sentence because of
prison crowding.
Then about three years ago, he pleaded guilty to false
imprisonment and sexual activity with a six -year-old
girl, lie was sentenced to three years of house arrest and
eight years probation.
House arrest is not a strong enough punishment for
a repeat offender. A harsher law would have prevented
Ault from being free to murder those girls. This crime
even occurred after notification laws were instated. Last
May, President Clinton signed Megan’s law, named
after Megan Kanka who was raped and killed in July
1994.
This law requires that important information about
sex offenders be made public, including their address.
Yet this law didn’t serve justice in Ault’s case.
Adjustments to the law had removed his name from the
registry.
Sex offenders should have long-term prison sentences
that they will not repeat their crime. These current
laws aren’t preventing repeat offenders from committing crimes any more than they did 19 years ago. If
longer prison terms existed in 1978. Singleton would
not have assaulted again.
People deserve to be safe and to rely on the justice
system to do its job. The justice system is slowly moving
in the right direction, but needs to work faster to prevent further crimes.
It’s our lenient system that allows repeat offenders to
nin free. The Larry Singletons of this world need to be
stopped, and it is hoped our justice system will learn
how.
Deanna Zemke is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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Pornographic magazines do not belong on campus
Raently

I was shucked tii

find that our own
Spartan Bookstore on
campus is currently involved in
the sale of pornographic magazines.
I find it absolutely incomprehensible that our own student
bookstore, if it has any sense of
responsibility to the student population at all, could be involved
in the selling of materials which
degrade into subjects one half of
our student population and sends
a message to the other half that
treating women as objects to be
used - - rather than persons to be
respected -- is an acceptable
practice as sjsu!
care very little if one chooses
to refer to the particular title of
magazines in question as being
soft -core or hard-core pornography. It does not matter what type
of pornography we are dealing
with because all pornography
encourages human beings to treat
each other as objects to be used
rather than as persons to be
respected.
Two of our greatest problems

Campus Viewpoint
on campus are date rape and sexual harassment. The problem at
the core of both of these very
harmful and degrading activities
is that people, mostly men, are
treating other people. mostly
women, as objects to be used
rather than as persons to be
respected.
Pornographic magazines do
the same thing by depicting
women purely as sexual objects to
be used by men. The link to date
rape and sexual harassment is
obvious!
And to all those people confused enough to actually believe
that porn is a bee speech issue, I
say the following: First, you are
extremely deluded if you believe
that the founding fathers meant
"pornography" when they said
"free speech."
Second, this particular issue
has very little to do with your
conception of free speech; you
can always walk off campus and
buy your porn, and SJSU will

send A clear nicssagr I hit it will
not tolerate the objectifying of
women in general. In particular,
it will not tolerate sexual harassment and date rape.
After all, what type of message
do we send to the average male if
we teach him in the classroom
that sexual harassment and date
rape are wrong and then sell him
a pornographic magazine in the
bookstore?
If this university is willing to
sacrifice the principles it teaches
in the classroom in order to
increase the profit margin in the
bookstore, then SJSU has
become a hypocritical and harmful joke! Our university must live
up to the principles it teaches!
Yet more importantly than all
of this, our university must get
serious about eliminating sexual
harassment and date rape. The
first step it should take is to eliminate pornography from the
SJSU bookstore.
John Wilhelmsson
Philosophy
Graduate Student
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Support group for gay,
lesbian, and bisexual
students

SJSL’ Counseling Services offirs a gay, lesbian
and bisexual student support group each Friday from
3-4 p.m. at the Administration Building Rm 269.
The group discusses everyday issues faced by members. Call Tern or Jill at 924-5910 for more information.

Free student support services

SJSU Counseling Services will hold a general
therapy group for students having personal problems
from 3-4:30 p.m. each Friday in the Administration
Building, Rm 201. Contact Wiggsy Sivcrsten at
924-5910 for more information.

Chinese Fellowship meeting

3
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’the Chinese Campus Fellowship will hold a discussion on the problems involved with living as a
Christian at 2:30 p.m. today in the Student Union’s
Almaden room. For more information, call Vincent
at 954-9728.

Muslim student prayer
meeting
1 tic Muslim Student Association will hold a
Ju’mah prayer today from 1-2 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Almaden room. For more information, page
Wali at 305-2080.

Free student resume critique

I he Career (cruel has scheduled a resume critique for 1:30 p.m. today in Rm 13 of the Business
Classrooms building. For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 924-6033.

Co-op education orientation

The Career Center will hold a Co-op education
orientation in the Student Union’s Guadalupe room
at 12:30 p.m. today. For more information, call the
Career Resource (’enter at 924-033

Free income tax preparation

SJSU accounting students prepare federal and
state income tax returns for moderate income tax
payers free of charge from noon -4 p.m. even,

Saturday through April 12 in Rm 309 of the
Business Classrooms Building. All returns are
reviewed by volunteer certified public accountants
For more information. call 924-3495.

Subscribe to the magazine club

SJSU’s magazine club (Mu Alpha Gamma) will
hold a meeting at noon today in Rm 213 of Dwight
Bente’ Hall. For more information, call Dan at
1415, 966-g01

S

Experience "Taste of Africa"

The Mikan Student Union presents a "Taste of
Africa" tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. The event includes a fashion show, dancing, art and African foods and drinks. Cost is $5. For
more information, call 378-2245.

Come see "No Stinkin’ Badges"

San Jose State University Theatre presents "I
Don’t Have to Show You No Stinkin’ Badges" in
the Hall Todd Studio Theatre in Hugh Gillis Hall
tonight and Saturday at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10
general admission, $6 for students. For more

information, call the University Box (Mice at 9244555.

Scuba club holds night dive

I he Spartan Dive Club will hold a night dive at
Monastary Beach, south of Carmel at 4 p.m. March
9. For more information. call Sonya at 924-7810.

Shrunken Heads show off
wares
I he Till Illustration Club (the Shrunken
Headman Club) will hold a gallery show all day on
Friday, March 7 in the Art Building, Gallery 3. For
more information, call Martin at 866-7060.

Women’s Discussion group
Raps
A discussion group focusing on racism, sexism,
and classicism is held on Fridays from 1:30-3 p.m. in
Rm 217 of the Administration Building. For more
information, call 924-6500.
Compiled by Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Storm expected
to hit Saturday
water," Di Marco said. Too much
water could cause flooding as the area
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trict, referring to the
spokesman moderate Saturday
initial report that foreand Sunday, and
tasted more than five
snow is expected in
inches for the weekend.
die Sierra Nevada mountains.
According to Di Marco, the reser"It’s a typical type of winter
voirs in the area are at 87 percent storm," said Jan Null, lead forecaster
capacity right now, which is reassur- of the National Weather Service who
ing bet .muse of the buffer available. also provided the forecast for the
The Coyote Creek reservoir is at 52 weekend. ;
percent capacity, which also has an
Residents are requested to stay
Argil:41e buffer.
alert and prepared, by keeping their
"I lopefully the ground is not so eyes on nearby creeks and watch for
saturated that it cannot absorb the rising water, Di Marco said.
By Jana Seehadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose residents Candy Russell and Tim Fitzgerald discuss the
Group Home and Amortization ordinances outside San Jose City
Council chambers Wednesday night. Russell, an Amortization ordi-

PHOTO DT DAVE LUCHANSKY Spartan Daily
nance opponent, shouted out, "Why not defer it forever?" and received
applause from a packed chamber moments before the meeting was
deferred until May 7.

Code change talks delayed
By Andrew Hussey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
With area residents chomping at
the bit to discuss the proposed
Group Home and Amortization
Ordinances, Wednesday’s San Jose
Planning Commission meeting
proved anti -climactic as the commissioners voted unanimously to
defer their decision until May 7.
The Group Home Ordinance is
an attempt by the City of San Jose
to clarify city codes concerning
group residential facilities while the
Amortization Ordinance seeks to
eliminate facilities that do not con-

form to single-family zoning. These
two ordinances affect a wide range
of downtown residents and landlords. The ordinances have proven
to be quite controversial.
The Planning Commission was
ready to listen to community reaction to the ordinances befine deciding whether to recommend them to
the City Council .
The commission decided early
in the meeting to only discuss deferment of the issue to a later date.
Warning speakers to "just lima
on the deferral aspect right now,"
the sommission listened, as the
overwhelming majority of residents

spoke in favor of discussing the
issue at a later date.
"We are asking you to support
the deferral because we do not have
the facts and because nobody knows
how this is going to affect the community," Mary Williams, president
and CEO of the Alliance fin
Community Care, said. "What we
do know is that these ordinances
would have a very negative impact
on the most vulnerable populations
in our city."
The subject of deferment
seemed to mute both sides of the
ordinance issue as even those who
supported the proposed ordinances

spoke in favor of deferral.
"I was pleased to see the anion i
tation issue being presented. I support it, and I also support deferral,"
Jan Johnson, a Naglee Park resident, said.
’the lone dissenting voice to
deferment came from Scott
Ewhank, an area resident.
"I don’t think anyone here is
going to learn anything more in the
next eight weeks than what you
have before you tonight," he said,
adding that "the proposal from the
city of San Jose, I think, is well
drafted, well &summed .ind need
ed."

Tax questions answered
By Sean Coffey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
This year, experts say filing taxes
could be faster and easier than ever
before.
Eligible taxpayers can file lax
returns on any touch-tone phone
through ’defiling, a fast, free, and
simple telephone filing service offered
by the Franchise Tax Board (FtB)
and the Internal Revenue Service.
"Campus ’tax Day." held
Wednesday morning in the Student
Union Almaden Room, featured representatives from the IRS and the
FTB to answer questions and showcase the tektite system, which was
demonstrated by several students.
Cecilia Kan, an SJSU accounting
major, tried the demo telefile system.
"I think it’s pretty easy to use, and
you get your refund much faster,"
Kan said.

Beverly Burn, an SIM) accounting
major also tried the demo system. "I
would recommend it to anyone who
can do it," Burn said,
Chips Maurer of the IRS cites the
system’s ease of use as being one of its
greatest features. "I don’t think anyone wants tint simplification 1011re
than these two agencies," Maurer
said, referring to the IRS and the
FNIOCIIISe ’Fiax Board
’L’o use tee-file, allers punch in
their Social Set may Number,
employer Men ii fit mum number and
other relevant data Iiitind on a standard W-2 form
*the ’defile system does the cdt ti
lations and tells the caller how muds
their retorts will be.
"Telefile does all the niath work,"
Maurer said. Officials say the COM plete process takes about 10 minutes
"We’re very customer service ori

ented. We’re trying to make it as
painless as possible," said Denise
Quade, spokesperson for the FIB.
According to Maurer, this is the
first year ’defiling will be -available
statewide in California, following its
successful pilot program last year.
"Iniiially, the pilot program was
going to run a second year, but the
first year went really well," Maurer
said.
Rennin are usually re( rived in
Ah011t 10 days for stale tel II IRIS And
t hree weeks lor federal refunds, tom
pared to !he typii Al 01 to 60 slay wait
of returns filed VIA I rAdmottAl mail. If
money is owed, the sailer does not

11)
$89.00 w/St471udent
lax
R.
/1

(Regular Rate SI 19 Oth

*Mandarin G, Schechuan *Lunch and Dinner
’,Catering Ruailable
*Boit Lunches to Go
11116/10
131 E. Jackson Street It

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
OPIN WM
294-3303 or 998-9427
I i:31 -:IS pm

By Andy W. Ho
Spartan Daily Staff Wt ,t,1
A memorial concert of art songs
and opera arias performed by former
students of music Professor Jeanne
;arson will be conducted Sunday at
7 p.m. in the Concert Hall of the
School of Music and Dance.
While admission is free, those who
go to the concert will have the opportunity to donate to the Jeanne
Garson Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Garson died suddenly of a heart
attack in January.
For this concert, 15 of Carson’s
students will Ise returning to perform
short works from many different
styles and periods. Performers include
opera tenor Stephen Guggenheim,
whose career has taken him all over
the world. Also performing are
Professor Kenneth Ilannaford and
voice teachers Mary Linthiska, Mary
Elizabeth Enmann, Kathy Nitz and

Patrice Maginnis.
Nitz remembers Carson as a passionate person who nurtured her students as if they were her own children.
"She was an extremely enthusiastic
person," Nitz said. "She was larger
than life."
Born in Pennsylvania, Garson
received lier Bachelor of Music,
Master of Music and Performer’s
Certificate from the Eastman School
of Music. Carson subsequently studied and perfinmed in Munich,
Germany and Vienna, Austria.
Returning to the United States,
she accepted a position as professor of
voice at SJSU. She returned to
Germany annually to teach and perform its recital. Carson spent nearly
30 years coaching students who went
On 10 professional careers in professional opera, music- performance and
teaching.

PRESENT THIS STINKIN’ AD AND GET $1.00 OFF

Weekend Escape

CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO
1

have to pay it when they file. They
Gin send their payments in by April
15.
Ni,, everyone can use [defile yet,
but officials say it is ideal for students.
To use telefile you must have no
dependents, no &dm lions, and make
less than ’00,000 per year. Federal
wielding is available to single sir mar
tied allers, but Shile !defiling is not
yet available in married sailers. All
those eligible for wielding who have
mit moved within the last year should
Irleliling booklet with a PIN
number in the mail. If you do riot
receive this booklet. you cannot lilt via ’defile this Vv.!!

Memorial concert
to raise scholarship

Arena Hotel
One or two persons

Large In-Room Jacuzzi
King Beds
Free Hot Breakfast
27" TV’SkJ VCR
n I
fit,, 1 pm

lo
214 .17
.15, art ,thrt
Sulln 15. nvatIthiltly S,e max-think atrly

Hie Alameda . San .111NC
(408) 294-65(X)

Valley Park Hotel
San low
2441 Stes.en, ( ’net
(405) 293-5000
two, hub.;

By
LUIS VALDF_Z
Directed bY
BUIDOY BUTLER
February 28, March 1,5,6,7,8 at 7pm
March 5,7 at ipm
5.51.1 Hal Todd Stidollisiter, Hugh Gills Hal
slti and San Fenando
Students $6 General $to
Tickets 924-1.555
Groups and Information 924-4551
PRESENT THIS STINKIN AD AND GET $1.00 OFF
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final buzzer signaled the end of the
The
San Jose Lasers’ initial season
Wednesday in the fledgling American
Basketball League’s inaugural year. The team
can now sigh with relief it is over.
The season proved to be an up and down
season for the team that tried to tread above
the .500 mark after it lost its star player,
1996 Olympian and former Stanford
Cardinal Jennifer Azzi, 11 games into the season.
Before Az:zi went down with an injured
right shoulder following a layup against the
Portland Power, the Lasers posted a 7-4
record, the second-best in the ABL at the
time. With AZZi’S 16.6 points per game, dishing the rock at an average of 4.7 per game
and her 52 percent shooting from theficld

Friday, Febreary 29, 1997
San

taken away from the team,
At first they looked exactly like a
critics started to write off the
team without a leader. After losing
San Jose Lasers.
the next game after Azzi’s injury to
Usually when the star playthe Seattle Reign, the team’s heads
eels absent, the rest of the
hung lower than the referee’s whisteam has to make a difficult
tle. Sports critics started to sand the
decision.
coffin to put the lasers in, which
They can either step up to FROM THE STANDS was not to be opened until Azzi
fill the void of their leader or
could come back to the line up
By
decide to falter. The latter is
Rowena T rifillado the next season.
the easy way out and the
They were still a young tram
lasers could have easily
after all, with the player’s average
chalked up the rest of the season to a season
guard
age at 24 years old. Three !ASCII
without the team’s star guard. However the
Sheri Sam, and forwards Jcnni Ruff and
former is what makes a team great.
Samantha Williams had just graduated
Which one of these personas the San Jose
college three months prior to the start of the
Lasers would chose from game to game was a season.
difficult prediction.
The Lasers responded with leaders coming

Above: Sheri Sam shares a laugh with teammate
Jamtllah Lang at the Portland Airport while they
wait for their transportation to arrive. The team
travels in rented vans that are driven by the team
trainer, coaches, or members of the media
relations department while they are on the road.
Right San Jose Lasers’ forward Jenni Ruff uses
some down time at the Portland Airport to keep
in touch with friends before heading to Colorado
to face the Xplosion. The Lasers use commercial
flights to help keep operating costs down.

Jose

State

University

from every end of the bench in its efforts to
shake the stigma ola team without a leader.
Former Vanderbilt Commodore Sam
stepped up in the scoring category with 14.4
points per game. and was the high scorer in
14 games. With Azzi on the bench, her
Stanford teammate Sonja Henning filled the
missing minutes with an average of 37.8 minutes per game on the floor, playing 1840minute games. Five of those 18 games came
in back-to-back games spanning 11 days.
Then there were games where the San Jose
Lasers played like noone could stop them and
anyone in their way they would be mowed
over with a driving Sam to the basket;
received an aerial attack from Ruff or, midseason acquisition from Australia, Shelley
Sandie; a Sonja Henning behind the back

SPARTAN DAILY

pass; or when the triangle offense, that when
it works to perfection, opened up Anita
Kaplan for a turn-around 5 -foot jumper in
the paint.
Players from the bench had their days of
glory on the hardwood as well by contributing vital, and sometimes game-changing,
min utes.
And yes, sometimes the team looked liked
that it didn’t miss Azzi at all as she sat on the
sideline with her street clothes, blending in
well with the coaching staff.
But the question remains with Azzi on
the floor, could the Lasers have made it all
the way?
They gave it a gallant try and the most
important thing is that these women can test
that theory next season.
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Left: Trisha Stafford logs on to her laptop computer in a Portland Airport terminal as the team
watts for a flight to Colorado to finish a two-game
road trip

Above: Center Anita Kaplan gets her ankle taped by trainer Tamara Poole in their
Portland hotel room before a game that night against the Power.
Lett: Lasers forwardJenni Ruff, Jamillah Lang, Anita Kaplan, and their training staff
(from left) leap oft the bench as the team clinches a playoff spot in a victory over the
Columbus Quest at home

Photos by

Aric Crabb

Left: Sonja Henning
leads the team through
a tunnel from the locker
rooms to the basketball
court in Portland
Henning went to law
school at Duke
University after graduat
ing from Stanford, and
took leave from her law
firm in Los Angeles to
play professional bas
ketball in the United
States.

Friday, February 28, 1997

SPORTS
THURSDAY’S
RESULTS
Men’s basketball
0,1 Taylor’s 17-fcx)i shot
cripped art 8-0 run late in
the second hall to propel the
Suartans to a 85-63 victor/
ver San Diego State The
win sends the SJSU to the
WAr, Tournament in Las
Vegas, which begins
Tuesday at 8 30 pm

UPCOMING EVENTS

SATURDAY
Baseball v. Hawaii
1 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Softball v. Sacramento State
1 p.m., Twin Creeks
Men’s Tennis at Cal Poly SLO
Men’s basketball at Hawaii
10 35 p.m., Honolulu
Women’s swimming
WAC Championships
San Antonio, Texas
Men’s gymnastics
UC Santa Barbara Invitational
Hockey club v. Moorpark College
7 45 p m , Ice Centre

SATURDAY
Baseball v. Newell
I p.m., Municipal Stadium

Jose

State
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Bay Area teams
begin exhibition
season sloppily
MP ’. I X IAP) The Athletics
have bruit pegged as a learn that will
score a lot of runs but lose many
games this season because of defensive lapses and poor pitching. The
1997 Giants have been characterized
boring and lacking offensive
punch.
Both Bay area teams didn’t take
long to live up to their reputations.
The A’s had 17 runs, 21 hits and
enough errors to give manager Art
110We
headache in a six -inning
intrasquad game Thursday. A few
miles away, the Giants played seven
scoreless innings in an intrasquad
game.
Ernie Young had two -run homer
and a two -run triple for the A’s in a
sloppy game that featured dropped
fly balls by outfielders Jose Herrera
and Jason (,iambi in the Same halfinning.
"1 like die way we swung the bats.
We need a little work defensively,"
Howe said. "Maybe the weather bad
something to do with it
nobody
wanted to hurt their hands by catching the hall."
The mote damp, chilly weather
confronted the Giants, but they
responded in a much different way.
There were several nice defensive
plays, but no runner for either team
made it beyond second base.
Even Barry Bonds couldn’t ignite
the Giants, but it wasn’t his fa’ ult. In
his one at -bat, Bonds walked not
an unusual occurrence, given the fact
that he set an NI. record with 151
walks last season.
"I wanted to get everybody an at bat to get those first game jitters out
of everybody," said manager Dusty
Baker.
AS

Women’s tennis v UC Irvine
2 p.m., Spartan Courts
Softball v Utah
2 p.m., Twin Creeks
Women’s basketball at Tulsa
Baseball v. Hawaii
7 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Women’s gymnastics
v UC Davis and Cal
7:30 p.m., Spartan Gym
Judo team
NCAA qualifying meet
5 p.m., SPX central
Women’s swimming
WAC Championships
San Antonio, Texas
Hockey club v. Palmer College
7:45 p.m., Ice Centre
Sharks at Hartford

San

A

A

TliE ’IWO FACES OF JOSE.
lose Canseco drove photographers
rat), Thursday by Al first refusing to
pow during the Athletics’ picture day
and then making IlleM Wait more

than I 1/2 hours while lie stretched
and worked out.
It took just 1 1/2 hours for the rest
of the Irani to go through the annual
process, during which photographers
from the club, news organizations
and baseball card companies are invited to get file photos of players and
coaches.
Canseco, originally scheduled to
appear at 9 a.m., finally was talked
into posing for three of the photographers at about 10:40. Then he
declined to wear an A’s cap, though
the rest of his teammates wore a cap.
But the other side of Canseco’s
personality showed itself later
Thursday morning when a small
child plaintively asked him for an
autograph.
"For you, anything," he smiled at
baseball
the child while signing
card.
GIANT SEAL: The Giants will
have a mascot this season for the first
time since the club moved to San
Francisco in 1958.
In celebration of the team’s 40th
season in San Francisco, the club will
introduce its seal mascot
complete
with whiskers, flippers and a Giants
on April 5 before a game
against the New York Mets.
’Ffie seal bias
place in San
Francisco baseball tradition. Before
the Giants moved west, the Sall
Francisco Seals played in die Pacific:
Coast League. Among the Seals’ top
players were Joe DiMaggio, Lefty
01)otil :Ind Lefty Gomez. The Seals
played in several downtown locations
from 1903 to 1957.
In 1984, the team introduced the
Crazy Crab as part of an advertising
campaign. But it had short stay with
ilie ( ’lams, and disappeared after that
season.
The Giants said they will hold tryouts lor seal WatIllabeS on March 8 al
Pier 19 in Sall FIA1165(.10.
A

uniform--

A

A

Never before has a man
done so much with so little.

PHOTO BY BRENNA JENNISON Spartan Daily
SJSU gymnasts Bridgette Coates (left) and Tamika Byrd have both been involved in gymnastics for 14 years.

Spartan gymnasts
vault over barriers
By Tiffany Sanchez
Spuriun Dinh Sluff Writer

n’t see many African Americans or
other minorities in gymnastics,"
Coates said. "But, as time goes by,
it’s getting better."
SfSlis head gymnastics coach,
Jackie Walker, agrees with Coates.
She said the sport has definitely
undergone major transformation
in the last decade.
"Before, the biggest obstacle was
that African Americans didn’t have
any real role models, but when athletes like Dominique Dawes and
Betty Okino made it to the national level, it gave African Americans
someone to look up to," Walker
said.
Coates’ achievements at SJSU
could qualify her as a role model
for aspiring gymnasts.
She was one of three Spartans to
qualify for the NCAA West
Regional Tournament last year and
owns the school record for the
vault and uneven parallel bars.
Before spraining her ankle early
this season, Coates won the first
two meets in which she competed.

TODAY’S MEET

The year may be 1997, but the
sport of gymnastics, which has
recently transformed the lives
Olympic gold medalists like Kern
Strug and Shannon Miller, is still
evolving into a sport that’s refiresentiitive iii Anicrii.i diverse population.
Willi the help of veterans like
l.)onmititie Dawes, who captured
the broom medal for her performance iii the Iloor exercise in the
19% Olyielei Games, African
Americans like San Jose State
University s I amika Byrd, 18, and
Bridget Coates. 19, have been
inspired to continue making the
sport of gymnastics ethnically
diverse.
Competing as a gymnast since
the age of 10, Byrd said it was while
performing at local meets in her
hometown of Sacramento that she
realited how important it was m.be
an African American gymnast.
"I Was ofien the only African
American gymnast at the meets,"
ii

SJSU v. Seattle Pacific
and UC Davis
7 30 p m Spartan Gym

A

Byrd said. "It Made flle nervous
but at the same time excited
because I hoped that other African
Americans would he so inspired by
my performance that they would
want to get into gymnastics."
While growing up in East Louis,
Coates not only shared many
of the Same experiences as her
teammate, she also shared the Same
gymnastics hero.
"I admire Dominque Dawes
because in way, she reminds me
of myself" Coates said. "She started young as a gynmast and moved
away from home."
Even though she trained in
Chicago, a city known for its ethnic
diversity, Coates said that the sport
seemed to lack other African
American participants.
"BA k where I’m from, you didA
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OH. MY MISTAKE!
I THOUGHT THE AD SAID.
" Roo MATE WANTED".

9 vs.t.So

ThE ISLAND
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C1ASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
noires no clam kit products or
services advertised below nor Is
there say guarantee Impeed. The
clarified columns of the Spartan
Deily consist of paid advertising
and castings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
EU THOMAS FORMALWEAR
Formalwear Rental Associate
F/1 and P/T positions available.
Excellent opportunity offering a
flexible work schedule, Must be
customer and detail oriented.
For immediate consideration call
(408)247-1024.
M/F/EOE
Town & Country Village, S.J.
YMCA SUMMER DAY CA14,101181
If you like the outdoors, like
working with children & teens, &
have special skills in camping.
games, crafts, sports or drama,
consider a Summer Job at the YMCA!
Positions Available:
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more
detailed nformation wi application.
*Cenral YMCA - 298-1717
(San Jose & Sath Clara)
Southwest YMCA- 3701877
(ton Gatos, Saratoga)
*Northwest YMCA -257-7160
(Cupertino. Santa Oars, Sunnyvale)
Scith Val* ‘MCA - 2269622
(South San Jose)
Meravliernesst ‘MICA -9450019
(Milpitas)
We Modems YMCA -7790208
(Morgan Hill)
SANDWICH MAKERS 57.00 HR.
Mon. hu Fri. 10am-2pm. Sourdough
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. Sarilose.
SUPER MART at 777 STORY RD.
is how hiring for all positions.
Applications taken Monday to
Friday 10am to 6pm. Cashiers,
Meat-Seafood, Cake Decorator.
ASSISTANT NEEDED: Tue. & Thur.
10- 12 his, a week, flexible. Good
pay. Computer data entry and
general office duties. Contact:
Gillian at Sigforms 266-4330.
PART TIME DATA ENTRY, RUNG
4-6 hours/day. Fax resume to:
Carla 958-8044.
NEED KITCHEN HELPER: 26 furs!
week. Call Arline @ 408279-0651
from 9am 5pm weekdays.
CLUCK Ul NOW HIRING!
Restaurant Employees / NI shifts
Delivery Drivers Clean DMV.
Good $S.
2603 The Alameda. Santa Clara
Apply in Person Or
Contact Jamie 241-2582.
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school -age
and preschool child care. Full
Time Sr Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
298-3888
tall Mary
CRUNIE&LANDTOUR Employment
Want to travel to Mexico, Hawai,,
Caribbean while earning a living?
Call: 206.971-3554 en C60419
(We are a research & publishing
company).
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to 5120/weekl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old
Unw. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-3244900. M.F. 8 5pm,
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation Desperate Mari
couples need your help to concerve.
Can you help? Ages 21 29,
nonsmoker, healthy S. response*.
$3,000 stipend and menses tea
Car sencites also needed. Please
call WWFC 1-5108209495.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may rear the
reader to sprat teiephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information
Clarified readers should be
reminded that. when nealling
the.. further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
Money for goods or *races
In addition, readers should
cansluty berstrate d firm
offering employment Metingo
scoupons for discount
acatIons or merofand Ise.

PHONE:

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
LOOKING FOR WORK???
Teach basic conversational English
Hundreds of job listings
abroad! Get the inside ecge far fndeg
available in the
work in Japan, Taiwan, & S. Korea.
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK
For information: 1-206-971-3570 Visit us in BC 13 to get access.
ext. J60416. (We are a research &
publishing company)
TEACHER, PT/Fr at high quality,
iic. dropin play center for 2-12 yr
A 1111311CAN PROTECTIVE SERVICES olds. Mm. 6 ECE units req. Flex
Now Hiring. No Experience
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
2041 Mission College Blvd. #150
ersnrorrnent. Benefits avail. Apply in
Santa Clara, CA 95054-1553
person at KidePark:
(4081 9807650
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Cr.. Si
VALETS WANTED
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
6 days/wk + wknds
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
$6/hr. + tips
At the HUB. 510-792-9997
Must hare deal CNN+ Current Ca
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
1415-584-0235. S.F. Offices.
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
CLERK & TYPIST POSITIONS
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
Si law firm benefits/parking.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Windows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Hardworking, Team Player a must.
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Fax resume: J. Delaige 295-5799.
Top Pay with Many Benefits?
LOOKING FOR A FLEXIBLE Call or apthn person. fiew-Sun 7-7.
Schedule? Enjoy working with 408-286-5880. 5550 Mencian Are
young children? The Apple Child Between San Cate aid Pahnocr,
behrd the Card and Party Stae, Si.
Care Center. a corporate sponsored,
accredited, high-quality center is
looking for substitutes. You IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
dictate the schedule and number Receptionist, Office Clerk
of hours a week. $7.00.$9.00/hr Sales, Customer Support
based on education & expenence. Technician. Testing Optr.
Some prior exp. and ECE units Warehouse Clerk
prefered. We’re a great place to Cal 408/94243888 or
learn and grow! Cali 862 6170
Fax to 408/9424280
Electronic Staffing Services,E0E
NEED CASH FOR SPRING BREAK? 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
2 week proect. 59/hr. Easy Work. Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
left at Clear Lake Ave.
Flexible hours. 4086481023.
ADVERTISING/MARKETING ASST.
needed. The AS. Program Board
at San Jose State University is
looking for a person who is interested in a part-time (5.10 hours/
week) position to assist the
Advertising Director. Contact Carol
at 408-924.6226 or stop by the
A.S. Program Board in the Student
Linen, Rm. 350 for an application.
Hourly wage $6.00.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can make up to
52.850/ mo. + benefits (room &
board/transportation). Call S.E.S.:
1.206-971-3514 ext. A60417.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for (We are a research & publishing
company).
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or after 81500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
noon positions available. F/T mailing our circulars. Begin now.
employment available during For into call 301.429-1326.
summer break. This is a vat lob
to gain experience. Units in ECE, TEACHERS Make Ttie Dirlerencel
Rec, Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Join us for sports, games, creative
CALL 408-379-3200 x21.
curriculum and fun) School -age
and preschool chinren need you.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We Part & full time available. Flexible
sell discount subcriptions to Bay hours. Fun and ceative staff team!
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Southwest YMCA, 13500 Quito
Flexible hrs. 9am 9pm. Downtown Road. Saratoga. Call 370-1877
near lightriiil 4 blocks from SJSU. YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
PRIMARY PLUS
Promotions 494-0200.
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teramers/Aides FT/frt
COUNSELOR-Trabsr for disabled.
Flexible hours. Great experience
ECE or Experience Preferred.
for RN. PSY. SOC WK, OT, Maas.
EOE. Call 370.0357,
Avrg. $7. hourly. 8665001.
TEACHERS PT & FT needed for
SALES - Part time Wesel’s. schoolage child care program. 12
IBM printers and supplies. Flexible ECE required. Excellent benefits
hours. $8/hr. commission. Call for 20+hr/wk. Near lightrail off 1st
St. in Si. Marty (408)453-7533.
408/5580250 for interview.
POSTAL JOBS
Unto S15.29/Pr Plus billets415-3398377 24 hrs.

TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leaders
Elem sch. age recreation program.
TUTORING
P/T tan 26 pin MF dreg
sch. v.
Ffiduring summer camp program.
ENGLISH TUTOR
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
Call (408) 9786034.
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
school Kw? Call for summer emproy
life guards 8, camp leaders)
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra- Geometry
TEACHERS NEEDED for School Statistics Trig- Calculus
age childcare program in Almaden Physics: Mechanics Electric
Valley. 8am.10am & 2pm-6pm. Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
Excellent Benefits. 12 ECE required. English: Speak Read Write
Spanish: Hablar - Leer - Escribir
Call Katie 408.268-6331.
Call: Mike 408-298-7576
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY Email: mvera18288@aol.com
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Rex his. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
SERVICES
408-4418600.
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED ’Writing Editing Typing’
Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips. Spreadsheet&CetabaseDesgn
’Desktop Publishing
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/parttime openings. Bookkeeping PC Support
Call today 1-415.968-9933.
$20/hr. 448.5119.
International Bartenders School,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will excel in playing guitar or bass All
Train? Managers earn $4000/mo levels welcome: Beginning.
base+com. Corp. seeks energetic Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
people for management. Start any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
now. 629-1241.
Call Bill at 408.298.6124.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus 510/hr in tips.
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Metaphysical, Astrological.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Meditation Classes.
Need own car.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call Dine IN 65 998-3463 now.
Call (408)978-8034.
YOU NEED AMITY/RH A FUTURE!
We will train you for a full-time WRMNO HELP. Fast professional
position with our nationwide firm. editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
We offer:
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
Weekly Pay Incentives
Monthly Bonuses
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 1310-SO1-9554.
’Competitive Wages
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. &Mall.
Grouprate Health Care
Complete Management Training
You must be career minded. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
(That’s All) Call 408345-3936. subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
FUNDRAISING
research & writing. Tutorial also
FAST FUNDRAISER Rabe $500 avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
in 5days Greeks. Groups. Clubs. Convenient Peninsula location.
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
No Financial Obligation.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
1 800862 1982 ext. 33.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing.
TICKETS
visit our user-friendly Website
at littp://www.aci-pluccom
WANTEDNCAA West Regatta
March 20, 22, 1997 / San Jose Regular e-mail: aci@netcom.com
800585-8499 or 707 429-8459. Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 5254505-sr for Daniel.

EARN 51000’S stuffing envelopes)
Send SASE for application:
Enterprise Marketing P.O. Box
592061 Orlando, FL 32859

COMPUTERS ETC,
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. OH
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800)800-5115
FM: (415) 306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE 8. Classic
MAC lxi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200. 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

DAILY CIASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print

your

ad

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving S.ISIJ for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good DrserS
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

FOR RENT

SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
*Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
*Weight Control
(408)737-2702

1 BDRM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no
pets.
&Mut . i7fid.
p /57hReed+&"
$de. 29.
P5P70.
a04rkrg

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-15E2.
*AFFORDAELE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Tam
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects,
Resunes All Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spellirg/ Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ vs Expi
WP 5.1/1-IP Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING,
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408.264-4504.
SUZANNE’S Word PTOMAIN*
5104119-9784(Rua/Nes/Msa)
Word Processing & Editing
Both Academic/Bus. Work Acoepted
YALA/TBRAB
Reports Theses
Expert In APA Format
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer
7 Days a Week 7:00am - 9:00pm
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 406251-0449.

TRAVEL
EUROPE $249
Within USA 579-5129.
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! aithitchenetcom.corn
isicom.friairtlitch/
415-8349192 cst pending.

SPORTS! THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
there is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-834-7575.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1600.655-3225.

408-924-3277

UUUCLICLICII:LLCILK1:11UUULIUUULILI:ILICICILICI
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Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by 51 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Five Addm..
Days
$15 or, x Sun
$14
r/IrFlo
$15
$16
Send check or money order la
Spartan Dairy Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
E CIeserfied desk a located in Dwight Berried Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid MI No refunds on cancelled ads
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40$) 924-3277

Please check ,/
one classification:
Campus Clube’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers*
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunraes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Hea)th/Beauty’
Sports.rffirils’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
St:boars/the

for these classifications. WOO for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates available

924-3282

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
papers, thesis, resumes, group
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
med/loor school. etc. Will transcribe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Or le
Three
Two
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
4 lines
$10
$S
$6
5 lines
$7
$11
$9
6 Imes
$10
$12
$8
$1 for each additional line

FAX:

WORD PROCESSING

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CAU

same

924-3277

2 TIDRAt SPAITMENT $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Laundry Room
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing Village Apts. 576 S 5th St.
or using chemicals. Let us perma- (408) 295.6893.
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back -Chest Lip- Bikini- Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
SHARED HOUSING
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97. RN FOR RENT BERPIAL ST. Semi
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. ort. bath. w/d, family environ, pool,
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell. tennis. $450/bills incl. 23703E6.
(408) 379-3500.
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
in Attractive, newly-remodeled,
ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
spacious. Tr -Level Townhome in
Specialist. Confidential.
Santa Taesa foothills. Scenic Views,
Your nect probe Or disposable.
Peaceful Surroundings. Guaranteed
Parkirg, Clew, New, & in Impeccable
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
247-74813.
Cordlten1 Fully trashed bectoom on
3rd leek. CILbnouse, Pcol/Spa. Easy
access to 85 & 101 Only 5370/ino+
utilities. Call Angie at 4069748898
FINANCIAL AID
or 408.224-2015 (leave message)
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t arid yw, cell WI be retuned. Females
limit your possibilities for financial &dna-own:rasa-h. please.
aid? Student Financial Service
profiles over 2000,000+ individual
awards from private & public secWANTED
tors. Call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60418. ( We are a research & WANTED: STUDENTS Interested
in guaranteed paid flight and
publishing company)
leadership training. Must be
physically fit & itelligent. For
info call 1-408677-3791.

Daily

Ir
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Nearby house a symbol
of history corrected
By Lorry Hernando,
Spartan flatly Staff Writer
On the corner of South Seventh
and San Salvador streets stands a
home to the San Jose State University
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha, the only
black fraternity house near campus.
The fraternity has occupied the
house for only four years, yet the
house stands as a historical reminder
of what couldn’t have been near campus 30 years ago.
According to Kyron Jackson,
Alpha Phi Alpha president, seven
brothers in 1993 decided to establish
a house for their chapter because their
membership was growing at a rate of
five new members a semester.
"The house was originally established XS a tutorial center for the
brothers," Jackson said. "Instead of
having the members all spread out,
we wanted to have a central place for
us to get together."
The house is in an ideal location
for the fraternity because of its proximity to the campus. The Alpha Phi
Alpha house is located away from the
majority of fraternities, most of
which are located along South Tenth
and South 11th streets. Jackson said

the house on San Salvador Street was
chosen because its location was
affordable and was easily accessible to
the black community.
The Alpha Phi Alpha house is a
symbol of how much race relations
have changed at SJSU. In the late
’60s, SJSU was the center of many
national race debates, serving as a
stage for such political leaders as
Harry Edwards, Tommie Smith,
John Carlos and Angela Davis.
Edwards, then an SJSU instructor
of sociology and anthropology, organized the United Black Students for
Action (USBA).
The USBA claimed black students
were racially discriminated against in
athletic programs, student clubs, college administration, Greek organizations and off-campus housing.
Black students felt the general feeling around campus was that worldclass athletes like Smith and Carlos
were good enough to represent the
university in track and on the gridiron at Spartan Stadium, but not
good enough to live near the fields
they practiced so hard on.
Bill Carter, an SJSU financial aid
counselor, first came to campus as a

student in 1963. He said about 85
percent of the black students at SJSU
lived in two buildings on William
Street.
"The rest of the apartments
(around campus) were all owned by
Sparta Rentals and they wouldn’t rent
to us," he said.
African American students not
only had to face racial discrimination,
but also social discrimination since
there weren’t any black fraternities or
sororities allowed on campus.
Carter said the fraternities and
sororities ran the A.S. government. If
you didn’t belong to a fraternity you
were left out.
"Homecoming, back then was
known as Sparta Games, they held a
sports competition at Spartan
Stadium between the fraternities, and
you couldn’t participate unless you
were in a fraternity," Carter said.
According to Carter, the old cafeteria was also segregated by the fraternities.
"I’d seen more than once, people
asked to leave that section, (of the old
cafeteria) that part was claimed by the
fraternities and sororities."
Things have changed at SJSU

Saturday then to I.as Vegas for the
WAC Tournament ’Tuesday against
either New Mexico or Tulsa.
"We’re going from San Diego to
Honolulu to Las Vegas." said Spartan
coach Stan Morrison. "What team in
America wouldn’t want to do that.
We’re going to surf, have one of those
drinks with a big chunk of pineapple
in it, wear lots of sunblock and go
into our normal pre-game prepara-

tion for our Hawaii game."
SJSU compiled a 22-7 lead in the
first half as the Aztecs made only two
of their first 14 shots. Spartan forward
Saint-Jean attempted his first shot at
the 7:30 mark in the first half and finished with 10 points and eight
rebounds.
"(The Aztecs) were double-teaming him all throughout the second

PHOTO By DREW NIELSEN Spartan Daily
The brothers of the SJSU Alpha Phi Alpha chapter stand on the porch of their house located just off campus on San
Salvador and Seventh Street. Seven of the 17 active member of Alpha Phi Alpha lire there.
since the 1960s. The Alpha Phi Alpha in the black community and encour- want this house to be a father to the
house is a good example. It is the first age the black community to feel wel- black community on campus,"
Jackson said.
fraternity house you sec as you enter come in their house.
"Alpha Phi Alpha is a substantial
campus from South Seventh Street.
Contributed by Lorry Lee.
According to Jackson, the house is foundation for our members, but the
not just for members, they are active house is not only for members, we

WAC
continued from page 1
Following I aylor’s shot, Aztec
guard Chad Nelson sent a three-point
attempt through the net, but the officials declared that time had expired
and the shot did not count.
The Spartans improved to 13-12
overall and 5-10 in the WAC, while
the Aztecs dropped to 12-14 and 411. SJSU travels to play Hawai’i

Clash
continued from page 1
president at SJSU, there are provisions in the agreement that call for
cooperative efforts by both the Clash
and SJSU to work toward widening
the field to specifications.
"The university has been extremely cooperative and interested in the
Clash," said Bridgwater. "We hope
that the revenue we’re creating will
benefit the university as a whole."
The stadium, which seated an
average of 18,000 spectators during
the last soccer season, is situated on
Seventh Street between East Alma
and East Humboldt streets. Traffic
and parking problems around the stadium are ongoing concerns that the
city has been facing for a few decades,
according to David Pandori. City
Councilman for District 3.
"This problem has been going on
for too long," said Pandori during the
city council meeting on Feb. 25.
"The SOCCer season is going to start up
again and we need to expedite this."

Pandori initiated the stadium task
force plan for the city.
After much bantering, the city
council members voted unanimously
to formalize a working group, which
will involve the stadium’s neighbors
and surrounding businesses.
Pandori said the Arena Task
Force, which involved the surrounding business community, was a good
working example for this type cooperation.
Margaret Tamisiea, an assistant to
Pandori, said that even though the
last city council meeting addressed
the traffic and parking concerns,
other stadium problems, such as
future renovations, will be definite
issues for the council’s considerations
in the future.
The major league soccer opening
match between the Clash and the
MetmStars is on Saturday, March 22
at Spartan Stadium and kickoff is at
11:30 a.m.

Pot
continued from page 1
private residence owned by club
President Robert Niswongcr.
"Building inspectors are already
hassling me," Niswonger said. "We’re
going to move to a larger place with
lists of parking."
Pursglove said Mayor Susan
Hammer had expressed concern
about the location because of its proximity to St. Leo’s Scl I.
Peter Baez, who said he was the
director and founder of the club, was
disappointed about the club’s location problems.
"We were tinder the impression
Bob (Niswonger) had everything in
order," Baez said. "His job was going
to be landlord. He was going to rent
us the building. lie may have done
some things to the house without
proper permits and without our
knowledge."
"We’re extremely disappointed
because basically we don’t need any
extra problems. We wanted to work
with the city and police department
and didn’t want to violate any building codes," Baez said.
The problems inspectors found
with the house were not related to the
formation of the Cannabis Club,
Bart said.
Baez said he doesn’t believe the
club needs a business license to begin
distributing the marijuana prescriptions.
’We’ll be in discussion with our
attorneys. We know Bob paid for this
license, and we thought it WAS a business license. Then we found out it
wasn’t. If the City of San Jose wants
us to have a license, we’ll get it, but

AM,

understanding of
from
my
Proposition 215, we don’t need .1
license," Ban said.
John Guthrie, city finance dirt-,
tor, said because this iittijiiiiii
first for the city, sonic things remain
unclear.
"The business IAX certificate has
disclaimers that they must have all the
permits required," (;uthrie said.
Details need to be worked out
concerning where the dub will he set
up, according to Guthrie.
"We may have to enact an orsh
nance because we’ve never dealt with
this," he said.
Guthrie said a meeting between
the police, the planning department
and city attorneys will be held next
week to address the issues involving
the Cannabis ( lub.

half," Morrison said. "But we had a
great lift come from our bench that
was led by Lowery."
The Aztecs began to climb back
into the game and cut SJSU’s lead to
32-29 at halftime as the Spartans ran
into foul trouble. Senior Brad
Quinet, junior Rick Hite and SaintJean were each whistled for three
fouls prior to halftime. Quinn ended

with six points and Hite added seven,
while both players fouled out of the
contest.
Aztec freshman forward Will
Porter hit three three-pointers in the
second half and finished the game
with 15 points. His third three-pointer gave SDSU a 56-54 lead near the
seven -minute mark.
The Aztecs then extended their lead

to four until Quinn hit a three-pointer
to cut the Spartans’ deficit to 58-57.
SDSU guard Jason Richey, who
led all scorers with 18 points, added
two free throws and Nelson converted
on a three-point play to put the
Aztecs up 63-57. The Spartans then
went on a 8-0 run to beat the Aztecs
and qualify for the WAC
Tournament.

Rachel Parrish, a senior majoring
in art education, will be one of the
students who will be leaving in
March. She said she hopes to be able
to compare the art curriculum at
SJSU to the one in Ghana. She said
she likes the idea of being able to visit
a place where her ancestors have come
from.
Despite being excited about the
trip. Parrish admits to being a bit nervous because she will be submerging
herself in a totally different life style.
"I want to broaden my wisdom
about my own culture in general and
the world itself and root me more to
who I am. This experience will make
me stand taller as a African woman in
America." Parrish said.
Political Science Professor Terry
Christensen, who has studied and

taken students abroad, agrees with
Parrish.
Studying abroad will make you
grow and broaden your wisdom
because it will give you a different
perspective on your own culture as to
your culture here, he said.
Christensen said when you study
abroad "the whole world becomes
your classroom," and you are constantly learning from everything
around you.
Upon their return in July, the students will be expected to do public
speaking about the trip and be mentors to the next group of students
going to Ghana.
MaryLou Lewandowski, director
of the Student Abroad Program said
most students who study abroad will
have had the opportunity to experi-

ence not only a different lifestyle and
have to adapt to them but also get to
witness how another country views
the United States, which will impact
the perspective of how they view
things in the future.
"What I hope the students will
bring back with them is a global perspective of the world, of themselves of
people who desire to commit themselves academically and socially to
activities that affect communities,
themselves and Africa," Imara said.

Ghana
continued from page 1
Imam said Ghana was chosen for
historical, political and social reasons.
It was chosen historically because this
was a country where the majority of
Africans were taken as slaves.
Politically, it is the place were W.E.B.
DuBois, founder of National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People and the first black
graduate front Harvard University,
lived the remainder of his life.
DuBois is a historian, sociologist
and civil rights pioneer who used his
scholarly knowledge to advance Black
American causes. Socially, it would
benefit the students because English
is the official language, and they
would not have to learn another language, 1mara said.
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Rooster

GRAND OPENING

Floyds Ordeal

YOSHINOYA RESTAURANT

Goofy Foot
KARAOKE
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On 4th and San Fernando Street

Britannia Arms

(only 1 minute walk from San Jose State)

phone 266-0550

Open 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily
78 South 4th Street. San Jose. Phone 287-0200
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